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Necessary information for the registration of vehicle not yet officially approved
Technical informations of the vehicle

Vehicle brand Passenger 
car Delivery car Motorcycle Other, please 

describe

Body Break Sedan Convertible Other, please 
describe

Number of doors 2 2 + 1 4 + 1 Other, please 
describe

Mark Type Color

VIN  (vehicle indentif, number) Seats

Mark and type of engine Mark and type Identification

Size of engine cm3

Fuel Diesel Gasoline Gas Other, please 
describe

Power of engine kW CV-DIN SAE-net at r/min

Type of transmission Mechanic Automatic Whithout gears Number of front gears

Traction Forward Rear 4 x 4

Trailer hook Yes No

Country of origin Maximum speed (according to manufacturer)

Weight empty kg Gross weight authorized kg

Date the vehicle was first  
registered  (DD/MM/YYY)

Currents kilometers 
(see p.2)

Technical changes  (rim,  
springs, etc...)

If passenger car or  
motorcycle with COC,  
place of inspection requested

Lausanne Yverdon-les-Bains Aigle Nyon

Requestor 

Company or Name/first name

Address

Postal code and town

Phone number

Mobile number

Date

Signature of requestor (stamp for the company)
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Please join the following documents

The vehicle's manual containing technical information, the paper of Mines (if it is a French vehicle), 
the foreign registration card, the technical information of constructor, etc.

Remark : 
Information requested above can be found : on the vehicle's identification tag, on the foreign 
registration card, in the vehicle's utilization manual, in the exhaust-gas service document. If the above 
information cannot be obtained, please contact one dealer or the importer of the brand or the 
manufacturer.

For vehicles from the USA,, it is needful to provide: 
- the photo of the antipollution label, generally located in the engine compartment and is usually
named "Vehicle emission control information" or "Important vehicle information". On this label, you will
find the constructor's name, the engine's specification, a few engine's data and the exhaust-gas
prescriptions.
- the photo of the vehicle's manufacturer plaque, generally fixed on the lefthand front door frame.
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